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IWRODUCTION

AliceWalker pointd.out that in folklore, the black'

woman has been identified. as "the mule of'Oae world,"

because she has "been handed the burdens that everyone else-
%

everyone else-refused\to carry." Walker further'states:

When we have pleaded for understanding, otit /

character has been distorted; When we have
asked for simple cdring, we have been.handed
empty inspirational appellations, then stuck
in the farthest corner. When we have asked
for love, we have been given children.1

W.E.B. DuBois declared that "No other woman on ea th buld

have emerged from the hell of force and temptati n w ich

engulfed and.still surrounds.Black women 'in Am rica with

half the Todesty and womanliness that,they re ain 2 The

black woman s'history in America is a,testim ny f her

.
williness to sacrifice her body, her prid h

and her talents for the survival of the 15 k Family. When .

the black mrie has been 'unable to find,adequate employment

or any employment, to support his

black wOman, usually working as a

family, it/has been the

domestic,/who has kept

bread on the table 4nd a eoof over the he of the Black

family, while simultaneously fulfilling her-role as mother

'Alice Walker, "In. Search of Our, Mother's Gardens,"
in Southern Exposure, VOlume IV, Number 4, p. 63.

2W.E.B. DuBois,-Darkwater: yoice From Within the Veil
(New York: SchoCken Boas, 1921), p. 185.
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of her -own family. Such sacrifices do nbt suggest that the-
-,

black woman is a "superwoman," bu rather one who places

the Ove for her family above all else.

S.

.

In her autobiography, Ossie Guffy concluded:

Grandma -didn't know she was strqng. She just
knew she had to ,do what she had to do, so /he
did it and found out it could be done. Grand-
ga.didn' know he-was weak.. He just thought ,

he cbuldn't do what he had to do4 so what was
the use of trying. Besides,. Grandma always
saw'to it that, somehow, the family survived.
Lo.t.s. of people fall back on the comforting
thought t t the Lord will provide. To a black
man,.I suspect that the Lord is.a black woman.3

Guffy's perception suggests what historically may'be viewed

'as the nature of the black male-female 'relationship in .

America, due tO the socioeconomic restraints on the black

male. Therefore, it seems cruel and ironic that as more

black women escape the confinements of domestic laborsand

squeeze their way into the slowly developing cracks in

traditional Ad non-traditional female Occupations, they ',,

often find that their "success" is detrimental to, ratheri

than instrumental in, facilitating their communicatipn with

the black male. Black faidnists,such 4s Micheele Wallace,

believe that Black males and fainales, are further apart today

thanthey have ever been-

Obiective

Using aspects of contemporary conflict theory as a

tool for.analysis, the objective of this paper ll be to

)11".

30ssie Guffy, Ossie: The Autobiography of a Black Woman,
as told to Cary-1 Ledner (New York: -Bintam Books), 1971, p. 3.
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provide a bladk mare perception of the current state of

communication 1Retween the black male and the..black professional'

woman. The positions taken in this paper'will be supported

by data from the author's doctoral dissertation stud entitleth .
1,

THE. DENVER, COLORADO,ARtA BLACK PROFESSIONAL/BUSINESSWOMAN'S

)0ERCEPTION OF' HER COMMUNICATION WITH THE BLACK MALE. This

paper will be limited to a brief ,apalysis of the participants'

self-perception and the effect of.the black male's ego OR

communication between the black professional woman and the

black male.

An Overview of the Dissertation Study
0,

The study consisted of taped interviews of approximately

one hour in length. TheSe interviews were centered around

a series of open-ended questions. Fifty,Denver, Colorado

'area black professional/businesswomen participated in the

sttudy. The fifty participants represen'ted,forty different

occupations: Forty-six percent of the participants were

married, four percent'werie separated, twenty-four percent

were divorced, and twenty-six perCent Idere,single... The

partici'pantso median educational level was approximately

19' years.. Sixty-two percentiof the participants' had

annual salaries between $10-15,000.

Among other things., the study sought,to ascertain the

participants' self-perception and their perception of the

areas in which communication problems with the black male

would most likely occur. . All of the participants perceived
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themselves as havding a very positive4elf concept. The

Terticipants. identified four major potential problem areas:

The black male_egol'the white female, financial matters,

and differences ,of goals and values.

The Particiipants' gelf-PerceptiOns

*All of the participants had very.positive self-concepts..

These perceptions were strongest in ma,tters'related to 'their

perception of their job performance, potential for advance-

ment, and feeling good about themsalves as a person. All of .

ttie participants perceived themselves 4s being intelligent--

and'physically atractive. Ninety-four percent of the

selves as being assertive. Sixparticipants perceived th

percent felt that they 'were aggressive. Ninety-four per- (i

cent of the participants also prefer'red 'to be recognized as

i)
a woman in a social situation rather than as,a professional.

,
.

person. These women stated that their femininity was im-

portant and that they enjoyed beirig "treated like a.lady,"
A

and felt that such treatment in no way subtracted from their

professional qualifications. The 'six percent of the parti-
\---,

cipants who wanteA to be recognized as prdesisonals (these
.)

. .
..

- t

.

were not the same six percent who felt tht they were ag-

\,.

gressive) felt that their feminine qualities were obvious;

they wanted everyone to know that their positive qualitiee

extended beyond their physical appearance. Professionally,

all of the participants perceived themselves as being 'above
I.



average in.their prvofeAsion. Seventy-eight percent of the
1

fifty Aad plans fm'achieving,goals beyond their current

professional: level. The majority.of -tihe participants stated

that they..were always looking for new opportunities for

career advancement and were'rSck to take advantage of such

opportunities when they were available.

The PartictiTants' Perception of the Black Male's Ego

Eighty-six percent of the participants.had a positive

-

image of the40lack male. However, 'almost all of the partici-

pants stated that the black male's ego was the number one

item which ,caused communication problems in a male-female

dyadic relationship. \The black male's_,40 was perceived as

being:Ilia "pride" and/or his perception of "the male role"

in a male-female relationship. The participants perceived

the ego as being both positive and negative depending on

whether it Was the motivation for a positive self-concept or

the rationale for "running a game" or attempting to "control"

the black female.

Almost all of t...he diavorced women stated.that their

marriages had been affected by their ex-husband's ego. The

divorcees pointed out that there was often a difference in

.,thelr perception and their ex-husband's perception of the

roles in their relationship. The indications were tAat the

ex-husband felt that as "the man" of the house he had or

should have had privileges that the wife did not have. He

determined what was right for both of them.. Most of the

1-

41) '
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divorced women claimed that their ex-husband had a difficult

time admitting when he wag wrong.

. .

Married women', also, indicated ihat their husband's

ego wag a major problem in their commun,ication. Their situ- .

ations were different, however, silbe most of them had

developed methods of coping with the problem. Onesmarried

woman commented: "I reallf don't;.15ay him,any attention. * I

let him rage until he gets it off his chest and then I can

deal with him'." Another coMmented: "He needs to feel like.

he is in control to'feel like a man, so I let him." Althou%h

the majority of the married' women ha4 learned to.cOpe with

their husband's egos, they also indicated that such a,com-

promise meant that they were placing their intelligence and .

abilities in the background in order to keep peace in the

hiome. One married woman who was about to complete her

'Ph.D., said .that she had talked it/vér with her husband,

who has a B.A., to find out how h felt they should be

addressed in public when she recei,yed her degree. His

response was: "Mr. and Mrs. will be fine."

The' black male's ego was a special problem for a majority

,of the single woMen since' most of them had,not 7found anybody."

However, the,majority of the single women were not willing to

A
submit to the will of a man who was not perceived as having

A

a good self-concept. The single women appear,ed to have the

most pride and'were less willing to compromise than the

married or div6rced women. .0ne single woman commented:
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"I doq.t plan to,put, myself through a b-unh of.elanges for

any man." Most of the singlle women appeared to he searohing.

for the ideal black male who had'agood self-concept and

wbuld allow thernthe same rights and privilevs he,had.

There was a general agreedent-among the single and divorced 1111p
$

women that they did not have the-slightest idea where to

start looking for such a man.

The majority of the participants suggested that-the

4 black males which they. came in contact With .indicated a

need td feel that they were in aontrol of the relationship

dwere'not overshadowed by the female. This appeared tO

crdtte problems in matters relating to differences in'the
4

couples' income and job status. One married woman who was

hight7 skilled in a rare technical f,ield, stated that she

Was only allowed to work,paL time so that she would not

make more money than her husband, whO was tin engineer.

Another married woman commInted that the most difficult time

4.

during their marriage had been a.two-year period in which .

her husband had been unemployed and she had supporteelhe

family, Another married woman who had two'

masters degrees, plus thir'ty,six additional credit holIrs,

stated that she had not pursued a Ph.D. because her husband's

lego would not be able to tolorate .

The- married women who had developed copin Xills to
0

hold their marriages together adm4tted that it was usually

/
a choice between their marriage and their personal goals \.

a
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V for an ritellectual.ghallenge just a good male-female re-

,

lationship. Ail-of therwomen interviewed agreed that there
-

end ambitions. Their coping often inpluded "playing dumb"

and not questioning actions taken by their husband when it
. ,

was obvious that hiis.action. s were inappropriate. The major-

ity of the divorcees had,not been able to acbept and/or

master these coping skills. Several women who were divorced

admitted they could not stand by silently and watdh things

happen that were not beneficial to the relationship and/or

the family without expressing their disapproVal. These re-

-,sponses were often met with comments such as: "you think

e'you re so damn smart! Nobody d'an tell you'anything.h
-

Sevettal'of the divorced and single women admitted they

hN:t41 statted trying to avoid mentioning their occupation as

long as possible when they met a black male for the first

time. ThTis tastj.c was an attempt'to let the bla6k male"get

to know her as a person before stereotyping or making general-
*

izations about' her based on her occupation. Women in manage-

.
ment and engineering felt a strong bias because of their

,careers. Both single and married womenmentioned having men

"back off" from them ,once their occupation wav known. - One

divorcee stated that she Was rejected by a black male who,

afier learning her occupation, stated that he was not Looking

is a definitte shortage of "desirable'eligible black males."

t.

4.
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'There a Problem? '4

J

.Eighty-Six peicent of the participantglin the study
c

.had a positive Narception of thelSlatk male. All of the

participants expressed a desire to have "a meaningful re-
.

lationship" with. a black male. however, these positive7

factors -did not eliminate communiqation conflict: Frost.

and Wilmot define conflict as beimp

14

An expressed sttuggle between at least two
interdependent parties, whOjerceive-incom-,
patibile goals, sacred rewards, and interg
ference from the other party.in achieving
their goals. They are in a'position of
oppotition in con*nction with cooperation.

4

Miller and-Simon peNint out that conflict is not easily defihed,

nor is:it easy to differentiate conflict from related terms

such as "hostility," "disa4reemerL," 9incompatibility," "Compe-

4Ih

tition," and "misunderstanding."5

While Frost.and Wilmot's definition of conflict seems to
1 1

describeithe.status of current coMmunication between the black

1

male and the black professional'womant\the term conflidt was

'seldom used by the Oarticipants in the study to describe the

. state of thpir communidation with the black male. Crosby
V

,

. "4 Joyce Hocker Frost and William W. Wilmot, Inter erspnal
Conflict, (Dubuque, Ia.: Wm. C. Brown Co:.., 1978 2..

,
,

.

5Gerald R. Miller and Herbert W. Simbhs, Perbectives on
Communication in Social Conflict, Sponsored by Speech Communi-
cation Association, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Int. 1974); p. 7.

11
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points out:

There is a popular societal' taboo aganist con-
flict,-particularly marital conflict. The taboo
is not explicit; it is implicit. The word con-.
flict c9hjures up,negative'connotations due to*
6UF-EistoriCal view that conflict is morally

. wrong.6

This perception was verfied in "The tlistoricaltiOverview of Black

Male-Female Relations,' in the dissertation study.

Crosby further declares:
-

A cultural traditiOn Which, for whatevei histoki-,
cally conditioned reasons, considers conflit
morally wrong will enc.Ourage the.suppressidwand
repression of conflict thus laying a'foundation .

for misdnderstanding resentment, anger, hostility,
hatred, and misplaced aggression.7

These manifestations-of black male:female conaict form the-

'-nUcleus of the literatdre and rhetoric of the blsck feminist.

While the participants' perception of the difficulties of

establishin4 and/or maintaining a meahingful dyadic relation-

ship with a black-male suggest the degree of communication

conflict Which exists, between the black male and the black

profesbiopal woman, what maybe of greater significance than

the verification that the conflictexists, 4 insight into

its probable causes and°resolution.

The analysis of the data from the study 'suggests that,

many of the participants were not cognizant of thepotential

6aohn F. Crosby', "Conflic Resolutjeon: An Entree into
the Self," in Process in Relationship by gdward A. Powers
and Mary W. Lees, (St. Paul:. West Pub. Co., 1914), p. 128.

0
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.4) -impact of,theestructure of the conflielot on its outcome rlor

ad

4. -11,

tlad they.developed the strategies and tactics needed for

eesolving theli Conflicts with the blck male. Divorced

.a114 sihgle -wOmen indicated that'they, were unaware of or
. , .

junderstImated tHeir potential to Structure_an4.influence- ,

.
,

.
.

.
their bomulaicition conflict with the black'male. The

marrled wom6,who.airitted developing "coping.skills',"

were more co4nizant of theit ability to influence conflict

structure, however, the majority of the married women:appeared
//

to be'-t6nservative in the exercise cf th,eir potential power.

Tbe single and dfvorcdd women's per tion of e.i.ng limited.'

in determining the structure of their communication conflict

t..may hAve beed partially due to the belief that they 'had few .

choices which would not intensify the conflist and possibly

contribute o the'terminAtion of the relatignshi . Frosq,arnd

Wilmot claim that ".the selection of your cholCes leads to un-

certain outcomes. Yo make moves without full awareness of

the strueture of the co lict."8 The perceived shortage of

"eligiblef.desirab14%blackmales"may. have been a further

deterrent to the participants asserting themselves and feeling

that they had several choices in determining and%or influencing
.14

the structure of their communication conflict. Although.the

marped women had mates, several married women expressed concern

8Frost and 4ilmot, p.\73.
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about being too assertive in conflict.an&possibly "driving"

their husbandsto other women.

The'possibility of severe penalties for.making unacceptable

choices in attempting to strlictie their communication conflict

wrth black maiewappears to have been a major Concern,for the.

majority of the' participants. Such restrictions suggest that

tie.lblack professional-women in, all thiree marital categories
_

mAy tend to choose a "ldt hassle" strategy to avoid the pOssi.

bility of making the "wrong choice".in structurin4 their con-
.

flict with the black male, thereby injuring his ego and affect-

ing their ability to communicate and/or destroy their relation-

ship.
0

In addition to not having developed effectixe strategies

and tactics for resolving their conflict wAh the'black male,

the participants also indicated conflicts in goals and valties.

The majority of black males were-perceived as being preoccupied.

with cars, fashionable clothing, their male hmage, and rela'ted

*items which might,affect their social image. Single women

perceived most black males as simply being interested in "having

a good time." Divorced women perceived black males as lacking

drive and ambition. These keconceived differenes in goals

and values have the potential of not only determining,the type

of communication con,flict'that will occur between the black

male and female, but aLso the structuring of the conflict. .

\/
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The majority:of the participants were unable to clearly

articulate their goals and values in anything-other than-
^

general descriptions. According to Frost and Wilmot, "even
41

when people say what, they want, they neglect the 'how do we

get therek' part of the statement."9 suggesting.tilat the ful-

fillment of one's goald ;.equires not only.clearly, defined,

goals, but also a definite plan of action.

Structuring the conflict, having clear goals and values,

developing strategies and tactics, and effective use of power

are all means to the same end, conflict resolution. Problem

solving is normally dependent upon acquiring a,clear under-

standing of the conditions which created the problem, a desire

to resolve the conflict, and.acceptable strategies and tactics

,

by which the conflict can be resolved'.

Miller and Simons argue that "some Apparent connictP

turn out to be pseudo-conflicts," claiming that "with a bit

of,dialogue, it is discovered that there is no req incompati-*

bility or interest."10 While the data from this study iA not

sufficient to ascertain the percentage of the participants'

conflicts which may be,classified as pseudo-conflicts, aome

of the perceived conflicts may be more appropriately classi7

fied under the pseudo-conflict heading.

This study suggests the strong influence .of cultural

9Frost and Wilmot, pp. 86-87.

10Miller and Simons, p. 178.
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conditioning of the participants'petheptions, goals, values,

and communicatioa strategies." It was clear that the black

professional woman still perceives the black' male as being

the "head" of the family and expresses no desire .to ta

over this function. The study further implies that extensive

demographicikata provides a valuable means of revealing sub-

cultural diffserencewhich may be critical to the selection

of communication strategies and.predicting the.types of com-

munication problems of black professional women fromvarious sub-

cultural backgrlunds.

,
There are also indications that first generation black

professional women face unique problema in maintaining effec-

tive communication in two subcultures while developing new

communication strategies to communicate effectively with

1 males in their nee professional environment and those in4their

former environment. Such individual problems underscore,th4

:importance of avoiding broad generalizations about black

professional women and perceiving them as individuals who

are members of a racial/cultural group rather than as an in-
. .

distinguishable part of their racial/cultural/occupatiOnal

. group.

While it is apparent that the black professional Woman'

faces unique communication problems in her dyadic relation-

ship with the bl.Ack male, this study produced no concrete



evidence that such communication barriers will lead to the
11

deterioration of b4ck Male-femalrrelations. However,,

it is clear
-v

0

rmale arid the

that effective communication between the black
S. 41

bladk prOfessiona4 woman will tequire the de7,. .
.

.
.

,

. velopment of new communication strategies ar4 tactics
,

by -

both parties. Ibis also clear that the implementation of

new-comeunication strategies necessitates a re-examination

of the black male and kemale roles in a dyadic relationship.

Jean Noble believes that the American family is under- .

going revolutiOnary change. She-comments:

The term 'head of the family' is pasie' as a Mbdel-Jr

Foid. In the past this term meant that all final
decisions were made by the man. tt. often meant that

the man's needs were placed ahead of-those of his
wife. Tbday many couples reject this family mod61,

thotigh some,Still think black men need to be authoritarian.li

Tt is this emerging dual perception,

traditional, which is being challenge

he modern versuS the

by societal changes

and the increasing number of black professional women.

While the long range effect of a given change maS, be

positive, its initial influence maT be negative. Beals

points out:

Whenever individuals encounter new situations, the
possibility arises that the solution which they
apply to the problem will be improper, that it will
offend an0 annoy others instead of-drawing their

approval.12

f
-

11-Jeanne Noble, Beautiful, Also, Ate:the Souls of my Black Sistqrs:

A Historzof 'the Black Wbman in America (Einglewrod Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978), pp. 336.

12Alan R. Beals, Culture'in Progress (Ndw York: Holt, Rhinehart

.and Winst9n, 1967), PP. 111:
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Beals' analysis suggests.;an explanation for the current Mack male-

female communication conflict resultihg fram rapid societal changes in

the traditional male-female relationsUip.. Understanding and develop-

ing effective communication strategies to cope udth these changes will

strengthen and preserve effective caimunication-betwen the.bladc

professional woman and the taok male.

1,
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